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HITLER HAS L05T 4,000,000 GERMANS

BUT STILL HAS 6,000,000 EFFECTIVES

by George Hicks, M.P.

Surveying the present position of Germany, the Parliamentary

Secretary of the Ministry of Works, said at a Labour Demonstration

at Swansea today (Sunday):

A conservative estimate must place Germany’s casualties at four millions.

The cream of their fighting men lies rotting in unmarked graves on the plains of

Russia, Ace tank leaders, ace paratroops, ace U-boat commanders, ace air pilots,
the flower of German manhood, are dead. What a present from Hitler and his

gangsters to the German nation!

Lot us face the fact, however, that there must still be some six million of

German war effectives, well equipped, a mighty and hideous force. Let us not

dispute the vigour and daring and intelligence of their leaders.

Those six millions have the task of carrying on the war against Russia and

Great Britain packed by America, and of holding down 230 million people in

tortured Europe, Russia is still fighting, and will fight bitterly on.

And, rising from the misery and darkness of Occupied Europe, a new force is

being bom* We see it in the attempts made on the lives of such traitors as

Laval and Beat, Nazi officers and soldiers are shot; machinery is wrecked,
trains derailed, factories and storage dumps fired.

These are but preliminary symptons - individual acts which will certainly
be followed by mass actions. Indeed, in many places mass demonstrations are

taking place.

In Yugo-Slavia guerilla warfare is being carried on. The Quisling governments
are hated, isolated, treated with scorn and animosity. They have become gross

caricatures of what government should be, and the peoples they assume to

represent await the opportunity to drag them down and rend them to. pieces.

The Nazi reply is increased ferocity - the foul murder of innocent hostages.
But it is now clear to all, including the Nazis themselves, that there will be

no Nazi "New Order". The tide of revolt is rising among millions impoverished,
cruelly repressed and outraged# It is destined to become an explosive force

which no power on earth will be able to restrain. One feels it, one senses it

coming. It will spread from tho houses and the factories across streets and towns,
across countries and frontiers.

Britain has not been idle. We are sinking German ships and shooting down

German planes wherever we can find them. But Britain is also engaged on the

mighty task of organising and equipping a tremendous land force, Europe looks

to this island expectantly, hopefully. We are the European leaders of freedom#

The duty is solemnly laid upon each one of us to work an have never worked

before.
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